PRESENTING LEOMET WEARPARTS

DIVISION OF LEOMET ALLOYS
ARE YOU BUYING THE PLATES AND SENDING IT TO OTHER FABRICATORS FOR CUTTING, DRILLING, CSK, ROLLING, BENDING, WELDING?

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR ONE STOP SOLUTION FOR YOUR WEAR PLATES LINERS?

ARE YOU BUYING FULL PLATES AND HAVING HARD TIME TO PROCESS THE PLATES?

ARE YOU PAYING HIGH PRICE TO LOCAL FABRICATORS FOR PROCESSING YOUR AR PLATES?

DO YOU FEAR OF NOT RECEIVING THE GENUINE AR BRAND MATERIAL FOR YOUR LINERS?

IF YES TO ANY ABOVE THEN YOU NEED US

Email id: d.mehta@leometalloys.com    Web: www.leometalloys.com
ABOUT US

As young entrepreneur’s we decided to start something new with the old and strong family values. We started as importers and stockiest for abrasion resistance in year 2009. We used to import stock and sell the abrasion resistance and high tensile plates directly to cement plants, power plants, stone crushers, mines, road construction equipment manufacturers, yellow goods manufacturers, etc. Everyday we learned something new, new applications of the products and we kept on adding new products to our portfolio. As young entrepreneur’s we learned a lot from our suppliers on procedures of processing these plates in different forms and intigrated them in our daily working.

In 2013 we started with out sourcing of the sheet metal processing (CUTTING, BENDING, DRILLING, CSK, MILLING, ROLLING, BENDING, WELDING, BLASTING, PAINTING, ETC) then it was never a stop for us.

In 2017 we purchased our own machineries for processing these products and had strategic tie up with various vendors for bilateral business development.

CORPORATE OFFICE
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VISION:

- To provide one stop solutions for our customer for pre and post fabrications needs.
- To provide a healthy and developing environment to our suppliers and employees.
- To help our customers and end users to minimise the scrap.
- To help our customers with best solution.

MISSION:

- We are on a mission to provide the one stop solution to all the Companies, Plants, OEM, Fabricators etc with one stop solution for their products.
- We are on a mission to help our customers and develop new products with hassle free deliveries.
- We are on a mission to help our suppliers to increase their share world wide and create brand awareness.

QUALITY POLICY:

- We are committed to achieve ever increasing level of customer satisfaction through our continues improvements in the quality of our products and services.
- To deliver the products to our customers in right Quantity and Quality every time.
- To take due care to ensure that all activities are safe for Customers, Employees and for the Environment.
- To regularly update our learning on technical grounds to ensure best products to our customers.
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STRONG TEAM TO SERVE YOU BETTER

MANAGERIAL STAFF

6 FULL TIME ENGINEERS
NESTING, DRAWING, PLANNING, PRODUCTION, MARKETING, FABRICATION AND EXECUTION

4 FULL TIME BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGERS AROUND THE COUNTRY

4 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGER
A DEDICATED CRM TEAM OF HIGHLY TRAINED PROFESSIONAL

ADMIN DEPARTMENT
A DEDICATED TEAM FOR LOGISTICS & FINANCE

STRENGTH OF LEOMET ALLOYS

MORE THAN 8 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN PROCESSING ABRASION RESISTANCE AND HIGH TENSILE PLATES.

MORE THAN 3 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN HEAVY FABRICATION AND SHEET METAL PRODUCTION

4 FACILITIES AROUND INDIA TO STOCK AND PROCESS THESE PLATES

PLANT 1
BHOSARI PUNE – 8000 SQ.FT COVERED SPACE

CENTRAL WAREHOUSE
BHIWANDI – 55,000 SQ.FT WITH 28,000 SQ.FT COVERED SHADE AND 27,000 SQ.FT OPEN SPACE

PLANT 2
BHOSARI PUNE – 8000 SQ.FT COVERED SPACE WITH R & D CENTRE
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LEOMET WEAR PARTS A DIVISION OF LEOMET ALLOYS

PROCESSES WE CAN PERFORM

CNC CUTTING: OXYFUEL, PLASMA, LASER, WATERJET AND SHEARING

SHEARING

ROLLING AND BENDING (EVEN 500 BHN PLATES.)

DRILLING, CSK, COUNTER, TAPPING, SLOTTING

MILLING

MACHINING

WELDING

SHOT BLASTING AND COLOURING

POWDER COATING AND BAKING

PACKING AND DISPATCH
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JOURNEY SO FAR IN FIELD OF SHEET METAL FABRICATION:
YEAR ON YEAR WE HAVE INCREASED OUR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION PORTFOLIO IN FIELD OF DIRECT TO USE WEAR PARTS.

40MM 500 BHN LIP PLATE FINISHED

BUCKET BELLY LINER PLATE

BUCKET LIP PLATE

BUCKET SCREENER

CHAIN CARRIER

CHUTE LINER PLATE

FOE CONES

CSK DRILLING

CUTTING WHEEL

HOPPER LINERS

PLANETARY MIXER LINERS

RECOVERY BUCKET
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JOURNEY SO FAR IN FIELD OF SHEET METAL FABRICATION:
YEAR ON YEAR WE HAVE INCREASED OUR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION PORTFOLIO IN FIELD OF DIRECT TO USE WEAR PARTS.

AIR SEAL GAP ADJUSTER  CRUSHER IMPACT PLATE  HOPPER LINER
LINER  LOADING HOOKS  ROLLING
ROTARY LINER  ROTARY SCREEN LINER  WEAR PART
SCREENS FOR MOBILE CRUSHER  SCRAPER PART  MACHINERY WEAR PART
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JOURNEY SO FAR IN FIELD OF SHEET METAL FABRICATION:
YEAR ON YEAR WE HAVE INCREASED OUR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION PORTFOLIO IN FIELD OF DIRECT TO USE WEAR PARTS.

12MM CRUSHER SCREENS

PIPES 535MM ID X 16MM - 500BHN

SEAL AIR GAP ADJUSTMENT FOR SEPARATOR

OUR WAREHOUSE
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LEOMET WEAR PARTS A DIVISION OF LEOMET ALLOYS

LEOMET ALLOYS PLATE DIVISION

WE DEAL IN FOLLOWING PLATES:

- ABRASION RESISTANT STEEL PLATES
- WEAR PLATES 400 BHN, 450 BHN, 500BHN, 550BHN, 600BHN
- HIGH TENSILE STEEL PLATES S690QL STRENX, DOMEX, WELDOX, WELTEN
- HIGH MANGANESE STEEL PLATES MN 13
- HADFIELD STEEL PLATES
- CARBON STEEL / ALLOY STEEL PLATES

SIZES AS BELOW:

THICKNESS RANGE: 3MM - 100MM
WIDTH: UPTO 2500MM
LENGTH: UPTO 12500MM

BRANDS WE DEAL IN:

NIPPON STEEL CORPORATION, JAPAN
ESSAR STEEL LIMITED (AMNS), INDIA
SWEBOR STAL, SWEDEN
TISCO, CHINA
UTTAM GALVA STEEL LIMITED, INDIA
STEEL AUTHORITY OF INDIA LIMITED, INDIA
SSAB, FINLAND
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LEOMET WEAR PARTS  A DIVISION OF LEOMET ALLOYS

OUR LOCATIONS

MUMBAI
CHENNAI
COIMBATORE
PUNE
KOLKATA
JAIPUR (COMING SOON)

GLOBALLY 900 + CUSTOMERS

DECADES OF EXPERIENCE.

2500 MT of AR & HT plates.

1500 MT FABRICATION PER ANNUM

CORPORATE OFFICE:
LEOMET ALLOYS
416, Prasad Chambers, 4th Floor, Swadeshi Mill Compund, Tata Road, 2, Opera House, Mumbai - 400004.
Tel: +91-22-66102819 / 66595069
Mobile: +91-9820668995
Email id: sales@leometwearparts.com
d.mehta@leometalloys.com
Web: www.leometalloys.com

PUNE BRANCH:
Gat no :- 1534,
Plot no 2, Sonawane Wasti, Chikhali,
Pune - 412114.

BHIWANDI WORKS:
Sf No-47/11, Village Parivali Post, Angaon,
Bhiwandi - Wada Road , Near Toll Naka,
Bhiwandi - 421302.